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The Melbourne School of Engineering is about half-way through 
its ambitious 10-year strategy to transform its teaching and 
research through engagement with industry.

Today we are here to share insights and learnings from the 
process so far, in relation to:

• The changing tertiary education context and impact on 
workplace

• The value of testing and learning before launching into large 
scale design

• Keeping it human: navigating complex stakeholder needs and 
expectations

Why we are here



Who we are

The client and academic

• Professor Andrew Western

– Director of Infrastructure (MSE) and Professor (Dept of 
Infrastructure Engineering)

The strategist and designer

• Evodia Alaterou

– Principal, HASSELL

The change manager

• Su Lim

– Principal, Six-Ideas



About MSE 

MSE VISION 2025
We develop engineering & IT leaders, and advance 

technologies for a sustainable future in partnership with 
society 

IMPLICATIONS FOR MSE

1. Continue to be 
world class in 
research and 

education 

2. Remove
internal barriers

3. Deep 
engagement and 

collaboration with 
industry partners 

4. Add scale for 
increased breadth 

and scope



The MSE workplace story
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“We hypothesise that a more diverse range of settings 
can better support the broad range of activities 
undertaken by academics, professional staff and PhD 
students for the growth and evolution of MSE relative 
to its aspirations.”

The Space Lab



The Space Lab objectives were to be:

• A genuine test of a variety of space types and ways of working

• A forum for assessing and evaluating design, technology, policies and behaviour over time with a view to 
informing a long term space strategy for MSE 2025

• A space that encourages interaction and engagement, within the school, university and industry

• Focused on occupier health and wellbeing

• Made up of a wide variety of fixed and flexible settings that collectively accommodate all typical work 
activities and working groups

• A space that looks and operates very differently to current MSE workspace

The Space Lab objectives were not:

• About implementing ABW

• About taking offices away from academics

The Space Lab



The Space Lab – Zoning
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The Space Lab – Arrival



The Space Lab – External meeting room



The Space Lab – Social hub / kitchen



The Space Lab – Collaboration and lockers



The Space Lab – Meeting / work rooms



The Space Lab – Focus rooms



The Space Lab – Open plan workspace













1. The significance of leadership and culture in 
implementing new ways of working

2. The importance of stakeholder engagement and 
taking the time to test ideas

3. The value and process of the pilot as a change tool

4. Detailed considerations in planning, design, 
technology and operational alignment

5. Our findings against our hypotheses and how these 
have influenced subsequent designs

Five key learnings



Learning 1:

The significance of leadership and culture in 
implementing new ways of working



Aligning space strategy 
with school strategy

IMPLICATIONS FOR MSE

1. Continue to 
be world class 

in research 
and education 

2. Remove
internal 
barriers

3. Deep 
engagement & 
collaboration 
with industry 

partners 

4. Add scale 
for increased 
breadth and 

scope

DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR CAMPUSES AND BUILDINGS

SPACES THAT 
INSPIRE

SPACES THAT 
CONNECT

SPACES THAT 
CULTIVATE

SPACES THAT 
PROTECT

SPACES THAT 
WORK

SPACES THAT 
EDUCATE

FUNCTIONAL FLEXIBLE
INTERNALLY 
OPEN AND 

CONNECTED

EXTERNALLY 
ENGAGED 

AND VISIBLE

EXPRESS 
WORLD 
CLASS

ASPIRATIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR SPACE

MSE VISION 2025
We develop engineering & IT leaders, and advance technologies for 

a sustainable future in partnership with society 
• A design framework that transcends 

leadership changes

• Aspirational objectives and design 
principles are a guide, not a 
prescribed formula

• Design principles might be 
interpreted differently by leaders

• Each project is considered uniquely 
within the bigger context



• Analogy: a collection of inter-related small businesses

• Difference and uniqueness, underlying common foundation

• The university environment nurtures diversity

• Understand competing conflicts and biases

• Recognise genuine differences in need, at group and 
individual level

Understanding culture



Changing the way people work and their environment is a process 
of facilitating new thought: 

• Be prepared to push

• Be prepared to be challenged

• Be prepared to compromise

• Be prepared to adapt throughout the process

• Be prepared for each person’s individual journey of curiosity, 
discovery and willingness to adapt

Keep the vision front of mind every step of the way

Staying future focused

MSE VISION 2025

We develop engineering & IT leaders, 
and advance technologies for a 

sustainable future in partnership with 
society 



Learning 2:

The importance of stakeholder engagement and 
taking the time to test ideas



To give people a voice, gain insight, build trust and excitement

• Authenticity is key, be genuine

• Embrace diversity of stakeholder groups

• Absolute clarity on the reason for engagement:

– The big picture

– Purpose for each engagement

– Role of each individual

– Decisions to be made / information to be gained

• Embrace challenge: it’s an opportunity for insight

• Often circular: be ready to revisit covered ground

Why engage?

SCHOOL 
EXECUTIVE

DEPARMENTS (ACADEMICS)

INDUSTRY 
PARTNERS

STUDENTS



Customise engagement

PRE DESIGN DESIGN

UNDERSTANDING

EXPLORATION

Asking and listening. 
Focusing on what 
MSE and the users 

want to achieve

CO-DESIGN

Working through 
planning and design 
solutions with users

BUILD PRE MOVE OCCUPANCY

PREPARING

AGREEING PROTOCOLS

Working with pilot 
occupants to establish 
how they will occupy 

the space

EVALUATING

Capturing the day to 
day experiences of 

pilot occupants, 
learning 
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Pre-design: understanding

PRE DESIGN

Interviews
_Leadership
_Academic reps

UNDERSTANDING THROUGH

EXPLORATION

Staff + student 
workshops
_Ideal work environment
_Activities

Interviews
_Leadership
_Academic reps

Vision workshop
_Pilot hypothesis + 
goals

₋ Why pilot?

₋ Pilot as action research

₋ How people work

₋ What’s important

₋ The ideal working environment

₋ MSE Vision + Strategy
₋ Future goals + aspirations

₋ Not about solutions

₋ Student / staff differences

₋ Different levels of authority

₋ Drawing out the silent voice

₋ Tenure + future time 

commitment

₋ Leadership differences



Design: creating

DESIGN

Interviews
_Leadership
_Academic reps

Vision workshop
_Pilot hypothesis + 
goals

CO-DESIGN

3 x cohorts

1. Defining the need

2. Defining the spaces

3. Planning the spaces

4. Planning principles

5. Planning the spaces

₋ How people work

₋ The ideal spaces to enable all 

activities

₋ Design parameters

₋ Planning principles:

₋ Public – private

₋ Noisy – quiet

₋ Open – built 

₋ Storage

₋ Dealing with resistance

₋ Revisit covered ground

₋ Re-make made decisions

₋ Be open and inquisitive



Pre-move: preparing

PRE MOVE

AGREEING PROTOCOLS

Pre-move workshops
_Protocols
_Training
_Questions

Space planning

3 x cohorts

3 x cohorts

₋ Listening!

₋ Supporting people

₋ Building confidence

₋ Accommodating diversity in 

teams

₋ Developing protocols

₋ Providing information

₋ Comprehensive on-boarding

₋ Ensure alignment of space, 

operations and technology

₋ Agree protocols AND provide 

flexibility for autonomy

₋ Consider diverse cultures and 

languages

₋ Be empathetic



Occupancy: testing + learning

OCCUPANCY

3 x cohorts

EVALUATING

_Issues log

_Survey (Leesman)

_Observations

_Technical measures

_Focus groups

3 x cohorts

₋ Continued support

₋ Gathering feedback through 

multiple research channels

₋ Iteration for each subsequent 

cohort

₋ Ability to improve where 

required (eg protocols, 

technology, operations)

₋ Leadership and culture matter 

for success

₋ Celebrate



Learning 3:

The value and process of the pilot as a change tool



• Inspire confidence to test a range of concepts:

– Range of settings and protocols

– Increased mobility

– Allocation and sharing

– Environment, technology and operations

– Co-locations

• Give users freedom to explore and figure things out

• Every person will have a unique experience

• Focus on detail, not binary outcomes

• Make adjustments where necessary to learn fast

Test, fail fast, learn

Work Process

Information 
Flow

Organisational
Culture

Space 
Effectiveness

Design

Service & 
Operations



Learning 4:

Detailed considerations in planning, design, 
technology and operational alignment



Aspirational objectives and design principles drive decisions

• During planning, design and operations ask:

– How is this ‘world class’?

– Which option really enables the best ‘flexibility’?

– How are we creating the best ‘connection’ and ‘visibility’?

– How are we providing the best ‘functionality’ for the budget?

Decision making FUNCTIONAL

FLEXIBLE

INTERNALLY 
OPEN AND 

CONNECTED

EXTERNALLY 
ENGAGED AND 

VISIBLE

EXPRESS WORLD 
CLASS
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Variety and choice

• A range of open and enclosed spaces for collaboration 
and solo work (it’s not about offices!)

• A multi-functional social space

Planning & Design

FUNCTIONAL

FLEXIBLE

INTERNALLY 
OPEN AND 

CONNECTED

EXTERNALLY 
ENGAGED 

AND VISIBLE

EXPRESS 
WORLD 
CLASS

Comfort

• Distraction free workspace:

– Separation of collaboration and individual spaces

– Separation of conflicting workstyles

– Privacy in open areas

– Easy access to all spaces when needed

• Fresh air, ambient light, natural light, visual comfort

Attention to detail

• High quality design: space & technology

• The small things: storage, heights, universal access, utilities, 
proximity, travel distances, personalisation, ergonomics



Make sure it works!

• Soundproofing

• Easy to use AV and technology

• Excellent Wi-Fi (no dropouts)

• Phones move with people (whether soft phones or 
mobile phones)

• Docking stations are compatible with all laptops

• Variety of software and BYOD needs (not one size 
fits all)

• Day to day support

• Training and embedding is important

– Continually reinforcing learning

– Quick and easy feedback system

Technology

FUNCTIONAL

FLEXIBLE

INTERNALLY 
OPEN AND 

CONNECTED
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AND VISIBLE

EXPRESS 
WORLD 
CLASS



Space that works harder needs harder work

• Extra resourcing for social and kitchen areas

• Extra cleaning schedules

• Real time / physical feedback method (not 
electronic tickets) for operational issues

• Need for personalisation

• Concierge and arrival experience

• Finding people

Operations

FUNCTIONAL
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Learning 5:

Our findings against our hypotheses and how these 
have influenced subsequent designs



A considered arrival experience



Arrive into an 
active, 

connected 
centre that 
encourages 
movement



Vertical visual 
and physical 
connection

Arrive into an 
active, 

connected 
centre that 
encourages 
movement



Vertically connected social destinations



Central kitchens 
as destinations

Large meeting 
rooms adjacent 
to (public) hubs 

and amenity

Centrally 
located town 

hall / large 
learning spaces 

encourage 
interaction



Physically separate noisy from quiet

Noisier social 
areas away 

from workspace 
– excellent 

acoustic privacy 
throughoutSecurity for 

team 
workspace



‘Pavilions’ of 
office / 

workrooms 
create sense of 

enclosure

Adjacencies for 
similar 

workstyles, not 
for clashing 
workstyles

Dealing with scale and noise

Open 
workspace is 
planned as 
team zones

Full height 
storage 

separates teams 
from circulation



Test the detail



Workroom 
layouts and 

furniture

Offices double 
as team shared 
spaces for focus 
work / meetings



Team zones and 
desk layouts

Orientation of 
desks, 

separation from 
circulation



Desk and 
storage options 

– size, 
separation, 
ergonomics



Storage and 
locker 

arrangements



What’s next

Where to from here?



Melbourne Connect – an opportunity for continuous 
evaluation and learning:

• Evolve the workplace strategy and design

• Eg how can offices be used in a more flexible way over time?

• How can team zones better support various team 
structures?

• Do people use the space as intended and if not, why?

• How is the stack flexible to accommodate team changes?

Informing the next projects: 

– Fishermans Bend

– Wet Labs

What’s next?



Questions



Thank you

TEMC 2019


